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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 My full name is James Oliver Turpin. 
 

1.2 I reside at 14 Coringa Road, a rural property in Yaldhurst. 
 

1.3 I am a retired Accountant with the designation ACA. 
 
 

2 SCOPE 
 

2.1 My evidence relates to the Rural Proposal of the Proposed Replacement District Plan (PRDP).  
 

2.2 In particular, it focuses on 17.1.1.11 Policy 11 Location and Management of Quarrying Activities, 
a. ii. providing for new quarrying activities in rural zones other than the Rural Quarry Zone only 
where the activity:,   and 
 

2.3 17.1.1.13 Policy 13 High Quality Gravel Resource Overlay 
 
 

3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

3.1 In CCC publications prior to the notification of the PDP much was made of comments along the 
line that the price of aggregate would double if it had to be sourced beyond the City limits and that 
this could cost the City/users as much as $500m over the next 30 years if no changes were made 
to make quarrying discretionary in the City Rural areas.   
 

3.2 These Statements were based on untested “industry” reports but accepted on face value and as a 
consequence used as a basis by the CCC and its Planners together with the Aggregates Group to 
propose the change to have discretionary quarrying included in other than RuQ zones.  
 

3.3 In Evidence now presented by Adele Radburnt and Richard English there is no mention of 
“doubling” anymore  and the $500m has been reduced to $200m and as being incurred on a 
“shortfall” 45m tonnes from the expected availability from “currently zoned and consented” 
resources to meet an expected 130m tonnes requirement 2015-2041. 
 

3.4 These changes confirm a gross mis-representation prior to notification with possibly severe 
repercussions for complying rural residents.  Someone should really be held to account, and the 
proposal to include quarrying as a discretionary activity in RuF removed.  
 

3.5 Mr English at his Note 6.15 also qualifies his 130m tonnes estimate of requirements with a plus 
and minus variance to give the range 95m to 145m. 
 

3.6 Because of this and recognising competitive pricing will apply, I suspect and believe the $200m 
might be well overstated too, particularly if the lower level applies, so the need for this change to 
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RuF is at this time at least premature if necessary at all. 
 

3.7 No matter what might be considered to turn out an “extra cost” in the context of this Assessment, 
it must be kept in mind that it’s not really a cost to the economy as it must go back into the 
economic cycle as a gain somewhere else. 
 

3.8 For these very same reasons, that is a “blow out” cost of freighting aggregate will not result if the 
proposed changes are or are not made, I/the Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association support the 
deletion of “Policy 13 High Quality Gravel Resource Overlay” but also it will ensure Rural residents 
aren’t in future confronted with a overlay that effectively says, you live in a potential quarry and 
its used against them at a later date. 
 
 

4 BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT MATTERS 
 

4.1 Quarrying in rural areas has always been a contentious issue, particularly in the Yaldhurst area. 
 

4.2 I raised my concerns about the CCC publications and it implications at a meeting of locals called by 
the CCC and Ecan for the 27/8/2015 and held at the Yaldhurst Hotel. I felt the claims were so 
obviously wrong. 
 

4.3 I also alluded to them at Mediation meetings held earlier this month. 
 

4.4 I am not surprised now then that the Evidence supporting the change has been revised. 
 

4.5 Unfortunately though the damage in the PRDP had been done based on the earlier publications. 
 

4.6 Prior to the CCC Evidence being filed I prepared an Assessment Disputing the Credibility of the 
Publications and a copy of this is attached. (You will notice I have subsequently included a couple of 
notes indicating changes made in the CCC Evidence).  
 

4.7 When you’ve read it I am sure and hope you will see and agree with the basis of my/our 
contentions. 
 

4.8 You will see the competitive market and supply and demand is already working to contain freight 
costs to the user. The CCC should not be here to interfere with the this market especially if it does 
so by sacrificing law abiding ratepayers “quiet enjoyment” of the existing environment. 
 

4.9 It is no argument to say the change is only enabling and Resource Consents still need to be applied 
for, if it doesn’t mean much, why propose to change it. 
 

4.10 An added reason supporting holding off now is as you know that there are enough resources in the 
currently zoned and consented area to satisfy Christchurch City demand until 2031:  
 
“APPENDIX 7: BACKGROUND REPORT ON ISSUES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF POTENTIAL 
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AGGREGATE RESOURCES DPR Rural Chapter – Rural Q Zone: Background Paper – Key Issues for the 
Management of Potential Aggregate Resources” dated Nov 2014 and notified May 2015 and 
authored by Adele Radburnd, includes: 
 “Latest research indicates that there is currently sufficient zoned / consented gravel resource to 
meet projected demand over the next 10 year (District Plan) period, including the additional 
demands generated by the Canterbury earthquakes. Indeed, the current consented or zoned 
resource is not expected to be exhausted before 2035 (study area) or 2031 (CCC). On face value, 
there is no urgent (including earthquake related) need to provide for new quarries, and to restrict 
quarrying to existing zoned or consented locations may help to ensure that current sites are fully 
utilised before extraction commences elsewhere. However this would not give effect to the 
Environment Court direction”. 
 
So why rush to change now when in 8-10 years’ time we’ll have a far better idea of where we sit 
between the 95-145m tonnes estimate of requirements and any Environment Court Direction can 
be better attended to in light of the more up-to-date information at that time too. 
 

4.11 There are of course other perhaps even more important reasons relating to health and safety 
(groundwater, dust control) not to mention the effect of the Central Plains Water Enhancement 
Scheme for retaining the status quo and not rushing unnecessarily into a change now. 
 
 

5 CONCLUSION 
 

5.1 The information on freighting costs issued to the public and used by CCC Councillors and Officers to 
make their proposed changes to allow quarrying as a discretionary activity in the NRDP was 
seriously flawed and the proposal providing for new quarrying activities in rural zones other than 
the Rural Quarry Zone only should be dropped.   
 

5.2 As there are already sufficiently zoned and consented areas to provide aggregate through to 2031 
there should be no additional freighting costs to end users. 
 

5.3 This will allow for a more informed decision to be made in 8-10 years and provide some form of 
justice to the misinformed rural residents who have every right to expect quiet enjoyment of their 
properties. 
 

5.4 In other words no compelling reasons exist to make the change now. 
 

5.5 For the variety of reasons outlined above we also support the dropping of the Gravel Overlay. 
 

5.6 Finally a reflection, please ask yourself how you would like to live with the threat of the loss of 
amenity with a quarry at your back door and 100’s of 30 tonne trucks and trailers continually 
running past your front door all day when it really isn’t necessary? 
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James Oliver Turpin ACA 
29 October 2015 
 
APPENDICES TO EVIDENCE 
 Assessment Disputing the Credibility of the Publications 
 Quarries CCC Issue Sheet March 2015 
 YaldhurstQuarry_PriceList_2013 
 RollestonQuarry_PriceList_2013 
 Distance 394 WC Road to City and to Wards Road Quarry 
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28/9/15   (with notes added to reflect Evidence presented in October 2015)                                     AN ASSESSMENT DISPUTING THE CREDIBILITY OF THE STATEMENT IN  CCC PUBLICATIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS INDICATING “THE COST OF AGGREGATE DOUBLES FOR EVERY 30km IT HAS TO TRAVEL”.  There is no doubt that CCC Councillors, CCC  Planners and other interested parties, probably including ECan,  have, amongst other things, placed great emphasis on the statement “The cost of aggregate doubles for every 30kms it has to travel” and this is reflected not only in the new zoning proposals  included in the District Plan Review but also no doubt has greatly influenced all parties in the consideration of Consent applications, particularly where the application is for acceptance in non-complying zones.   Based on published and notified CCC figures I do not believe the statement to be true, indeed it is very misleading and a long way out.   1. By way of illustration this statement appears in the widely distributed, and to my mind biased, CCC Issues Sheet of March 2015  Titled “How do we find the balance between quarrying and other activities in the rural zone” (copy attached).  I refer in particular to the second page where under the heading “Transport Costs” it says “We need quarries to be able to operate close to where the aggregate will be used. The cost of aggregate depends very much on the distance it has to travel – with an industry report finding that the cost of aggregate doubles for every 30kms it has to travel.”  1.1. This cannot be true. The cost of aggregate to the consumer includes the price of the freight into store or on to site, that is, the delivered cost (CCC definition). Therefore if the first 30kms doubles it, the second 30 kms can only increase the cost 50% and not double it as claimed.   1.2. Even this 50% is greatly inflated as these extra kms will not be costed proportionately, rather they will be costed marginally  as such things as loading, unloading and waiting time etc are constant regardless of the source and as we will see later on.  1.3. To give this some perspective and the folly of the statement, the existing, Miners Road and Mclean Island are approximately 18kms and 19kms respectively from the centre of the city so the aggregate from them has to travel far less than the suggested first 30kms anyway.   
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1.4. The additional cost of delivery from the existing Burnham/Rolleston quarry (approx. 35km from the centre of the city only just fits in the “2nd 30kms either) relative to say the Miners Road quarries will as I’ve said not be proportional but will be marginal. Please also see Note 5.7.  1.5. There is potential for further dry land sites in the Burnham/Rolleston area and indeed in a 30km radius of the centre of the city (without even going to the 2nd 30kms (or 60 in total)) and marginal costing of the “extra” kms relative to existing sites will be nowhere near the CCC’s implied “double”.  1.6. I believe the use of the words “first 30kms” are used to give the impression that is what it costs in the current District Plan (and the current delivered cost of aggregate) and the “second 30kms” to give the impression of what it will cost if the CCC’s proposed changes to the District Plan Review don’t take place.  1.7. In fact as I will explain later on, other CCC notifications working out the extra cost if the proposed changes didn’t take place estimate a total extra cost of maybe only 19%, certainly, not double or 100%.  So I doubt that the “industry” proposition (which in itself implies vested interests) has been seriously questioned or tested before publication and notification.  In the meantime though I believe CCC Planners and Councillors have mistakenly read it as if quarrying has to be carried out beyond the current limits the total cost of aggregates overall will double and as a consequence they have probably been frightened into the wrongly proposed changes to the DPR.   2. I refer now to  “APPENDIX 7: BACKGROUND REPORT ON ISSUES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF POTENTIAL AGGREGATE RESOURCES DPR Rural Chapter – Rural Q Zone: Background Paper – Key Issues for the Management of Potential Aggregate Resources” dated Nov 2014 and notified May 2015 and authored by Adele Radburnd.  2.1. And in particular I refer you to part of note 3.4 “Industry figures suggest that the total delivered aggregate cost / tonne doubles for every 30km of transportation distance. This cost can either render aggregate resources further afield uneconomic to extract from a commercial perspective, or result in increased cost to consumers. Richard English, an industry expert, claimed in 2011 that if new quarries needed to be developed at a 30 kilometre radius from the City (double the current distance from resource to market), the additional cost to Christchurch over the next 30 years would be at least $500 million, even without quantifying the additional environmental costs”. 
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 Note: Neither Ms Radburnd’s nor Mr English’s Evidence now include the “double” statement (presumably because on reflection they see the error in it) and Mr English has now at his 9.5 presented the extra cost as $200m for the a shortfall of 45m tonnes whenever it occurs rather than $500m over 30 years.  Both of these changes confirm the correctness of this Assessment and greatly enhance it conclusions.  2.2. For my purposes here the relevant point is ”the additional cost to Christchurch over the next 30 years would be at least $500 million”.     A cost of $500m is quite intimidating isn’t it!        I will come back to this shortly.  3. My third port of call is the “Twelfth Knight Consulting Report” of October 2014 on “Aggregate Demand and Resources (CCC 040714)” authored by Richard English.  3.1.  I refer you to the Appendices and note 2.7 on pages 24 and 25 where at the end of that note on page 25 it says “The adjusted total study area demands for the period to 2028 is 90 million tonnes and for the period 2014 to 2041 is 180 million tonnes. The corresponding figures for the Christchurch City Council area are 70 and 130 million tonnes respectively”.   3.2. Now using the CCC figures from above it looks like the 14 years, 2014-2028, is expected to require 70m tonnes or 5m tonnes a year.  The 27 years 2014-2041, is expected to require 130m tonnes or about 4.8m tonnes a year. I will be using the shorter term 5m figure later on even though some other data suggests 6m might be closer to the mark.  I will come back to this shortly.  4. Finally I found the current price of aggregate by visiting the Road Metals Web site and found their Price List (copy attached).    4.1. I ascertained that although dated Dec 2013 it is still current.    4.2. It seems the most used products are about half way down and coded CAP-65 and Cap-40. Averaging these I get $11.45 (excluding GST and freight) and assume the different under and over in the pricing of the other products will cancel out.    5. Now putting all this together and applying what I think is a bit of common sense:  5.1. Divide the $500m at Note 2.2 by 30 to get about $17m per annum.  Not quite so intimidating and not really a cost to the economy when it must go 
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back into the economic cycle as a gain somewhere else.  5.2. Divide the $17m by say a 5m annual need at Note 3.2 to get $3.40 extra per tonne.  5.3. The next step is to calculate the current “delivered” cost of aggregate. Let’s say for the purpose of this exercise that the $3.40 represents the 50% increase outlined at Note 1.1, it means the average current freight is $6.80.  5.4. Add this $6.80 to the average cost at quarry figure of $11.45 from Note 4.2 and we arrive at a current delivered price of $18.25 excluding GST.    5.5. A $3.40 increase on a current $18.25 then works out as an extra 19% nowhere near the 100% or “doubled” as is claimed.  5.6. Even if I was to use the lowest priced “Pitrun” product, the increase would only work out to be 24% (7.70 + 6.40 = 14.10 so an extra 3.40 is equal to 24%).  Note: If we take the new figures in Mr English’s Evidence of an extra $200m for the shortfall of 45m tonnes, it represents $4.44 per tonne rather than the $3.40 but this means no increase 2015-2032 until the shortfall is needed and a 24% increase thereafter which overall is still $300m  better than this assessments original base figures.   5.7. It is of interest to note that Road Metals Rolleston Quarry Price list offers prices less than its Yaldhurst Quarry presumably to compensate for the additional freight on the extra 17 kms it has to travel relative to Yaldhurst.  These vary from nil to $3.70 per tonne and may also reflect considerations other than freight, although I might suggest the difference in what might considered the volume items is $2.70 for Pitrun and $1.45 for CrushedAP-40 do, and both are far less than the $3.40 worked out at Note 5.2 above.    So what has happened is that the doubling of costs statement has gone unchallenged and having been said often enough become accepted and used as an excuse or good reason by various “decision makers” to propose changes to the DPR and probably to allow non/limited notified consents for non-complying quarries as well.    (There is also a valid argument for saying “Even if it does cost more, so what, that’s the supply and demand scenario that operates in other sectors of the economy so why not here. The same applies to commercial wailings that if they are further out they become more expensive or uncompetitive”. Well if they are at this point, all I 
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can say is hang in there, the economic cycle and realities will in time make them the low cost supplier as their competition suppliers closer to the market run out of product. The CCC should not be here to interfere with the competitive market especially if it does so by sacrificing law abiding ratepayers “quiet enjoyment” of the existing environment).    If I’m correct, and although I’ve only done the big picture things I’m sure I am, it’s not a good look at all for the CCC and should have been reason enough for the Council to retain its Non Complying activity for quarries in all rural zones (other than the existing Rural Quarrying) and not to have made proposals to alter the DPR.    Jim Turpin ACA 14 Coringa Road Yaldhurst RD 6 CHRISTCHURCH  7676 jimturpin@xtra.co.nz Ph 342-9380 & 022-653-5775 
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Post-earthquake Christchurch has an insatiable demand for aggregate (gravel) for
roading and construction. We also need a reliable supply of aggregate for the ongoing
economic growth of our region.

We have to balance that need for aggregate with our responsibility to protect our
environment and the people or communities living in it.

Our responsibility for the environment includes identifying where quarries should be
located as well as what happens to quarries when all the available aggregate has been
removed. How will the sites be used in future and what will go back into them?

There is also the question of how deep quarries should be permitted to go.

The issues
Quarry location
Quarries are rural activities and are permitted in the rural quarry zone. Extraction also occurs from the
Waimakariri River. In the remainder of the rural zone they require resource consent to establish. If an
application is received for a quarry in a rural zone (outside the rural quarry zone) the Council notifies those it
believes to be affected before considering the application.

Rural zones exist so that rural activities have places to thrive, free of many of the restrictions applying in other
zones.

While people can live in rural zones, they are not residential zones and residents need to accept the presence
of rural activities, including activities that aren't acceptable in other zones. This could include stock trucks,
animals, manure smells, flies, spray drift, early morning tractors and quarries.

Finding the Balance
Let's plan now for a better future

Christchurch
City Council District Plan Review
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Transport costs ?
We need quarries to be able to operate close to
where the aggregate will be used. The cost of
aggregate depends very much on the distance it
has to travel - with an industry report finding that
the cost of aggregate doubles for every 3okm it
has to travel.

Effects on residents
Quarrying can have adverse effects on people
living nearby. There are effects from noise,
vibration, dust, land and vegetation disturbance,
storage of hazardous substances and traffic
movement as well as impacts on the landscape,
cultural and heritage values; and potential impact
on groundwater. We need to manage the quality
of life for people living near them - as much as
possible within the provisions of the district plan.

There are already more than a dozen land based
gravel (aggregate) quarries in Christchurch City
and more hard rock and gravel quarries on Banks
Peninsula. Some of these have operated for many
years - even decades - and were operating before
any neighbouring homes were built. Some are in
the rural quarry zone - where they can operate as
of right. Others have established outside the rural
quarry zone, but still in the rural zone by gaining
resource consent.

As existing zoned supply is used up, we are seeing
more proposals to start new quarries in rural
zones. Local residents may not have considered
the possibility of a quarry near them but both
quarrying and residential activity are rural zone
activities and we have to find a way to balance the
interests of both groups within the zone.

People have choices about where to build their
homes. There are fewer choices about where to
locate quarries - they can only be in a rural zone
where the aggregate occurs.

Meeting our increased and ongoing demand for
aggregate from rivers is not the answer. Aggregate
is already being taken from the Waimakariri River
in the district - there isn't enough to meet the
demand and the quality of river-sourced aggregate
means it has a more limited range of uses.

What happens after quarrying?
There are issues around how a quarry is used
once quarrying on the site is complete and also
how the site is remediated - including backfilling.
These activities can impact the environment and
neighbours.

Processing imported materials
Some quarry operators are already bringing in
materials sourced from outside their quarry, to
be processed on the quarry site. This can mean
that a quarry is never rehabilitated and operates
more like an industrial activity, which may not be
appropriate in a rural zone.

Digging deeper
There's also the issue of digging deeper in
existing quarries, to maximise the amount of
aggregate that can be removed. This would
require resource consent from the Council and
from Environment Canterbury.

There are Council and Environment Canterbury
rules about excavating in close proximity to
groundwater. A resource consent application
seeking to go deeper than permitted by these
rules was recently lodged with the Council and
with Environment Canterbury by the Canterbury
Aggregate Producers Group.
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What we're proposing
Quarry location
ACTIVITY

Quarrying in the
rural quarry zone
Quarrying in
other rural
zones- Banks
Peninsula
Quarrying in
other rural zones
-Christchurch
City (except
within 250111 of a
residential zone)
Quarrying in
other rural zones
- Christchurch
City (within 25om
of a Residential
Zone)

CURRENT
Permitted

Discretionary

Non-
complying

Non-
complying

PROPOSED
Permitted - no
change
Discretionary- no
change

Discretionary -
more enabling
but still requires
resource consent

Non-complying -
no change

Effects on residents
Currently all proposals to quarry outside the rural
quarry zone require resource consent and the
Council (or commissioners on its behalf) decides
whether the consent application should be
publicly notified, limited notified or non-notified.

It is proposed to continue this approach except
for new quarry proposals within soom of a
residential zone and for new proposals to quarry
within one metre of groundwater, where the
Council considers it necessary to require full
public notification in every case.

Digging deeper
It is proposed to maintain the rule requiring a one
metre buffer between quarries and groundwater
so that the effects of any such proposal can be
assessed by way of resource consent.

What happens after quarrying/
processing of imported materials
Within the rural quarry zone there are proposed
changes to rules to require rehabilitation by a
set date (to encourage quarry operators to use
up their resource and rehabilitate before moving
onto other sites).

It is also proposed to limit the processing of
imported materials.

What happens next?
On 2 May 2015 the Council will notify most stage
two chapters of the District Plan review and this
will include the Council's proposals relating to
quarrying. It's important to understand the issues
and to make a submission at that time supporting
or objecting to the proposals.

A district plan review newsletter (including a copy
of the submission form) will be delivered to all
households (and out of town property owners) at
notification. This will include details of drop in
sessions that will be held across the district where
people can come to ask any questions they may
have about proposed changes.

Draft district plan proposals (chapters) have been
referred to the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake
Recovery and the Minister for the Environment for
their comments. Therefore, the current proposals
could be modified before being notified and you
should refer to the notified proposals (available
online and at Council service centres and libraries)
before making a submission.

The Council urges people to find out what is
proposed on 2 May 2015 and how it might affect
them. We want people to get involved now and
to make a submission if they don't agree - rather
than waiting until it is too late.

For more information about the District
Plan Review, visit www.ccc.govt.nz/
proposeddistrictplan If you have a query, you can
phone us on 941 8999 (0800 800 169 for
Banks Peninsula callers) or email us at
dpreview@ccc.govt.nz
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YALDHURST QUARRY Effective 30
th

 December 2013

CODE PRODUCT PRICE PER m³ PRICE PER 

TONNE

DENSITY 

TONNE / m³

PR 2 Pitrun (all in) $15.40 $7.70 2.00
2ASAND 2a Filter Sand $72.00 $48.00 1.50
FS Fill Sand $29.00 $20.70 1.40
BS Bedding Sand $35.65 $23.00 1.55
SAND Concrete Sand AP5 $52.15 $33.65 1.55
8mm Aggregate 5-8 $13.60 $8.50 1.60
10mm Aggregate 8-11 $27.20 $17.00 1.60
20mm Aggregate 13-20 $27.20 $17.00 1.60

40mm Aggregate 20-40 $14.00 $8.75 1.60
65mm Aggregate 40-65 $23.75 $14.85 1.60
120mm Aggregate 65-120 $23.75 $14.85 1.60
GABION Gabion Boulders $36.80 $23.00 1.60
PREMIX Premix-10mm $47.60 $28.00 1.70
PREMIX Premix-20mm $47.60 $28.00 1.70
CAP-65 Crushed AP-65 $19.85 $10.45 1.90
CAP-40 Crushed AP-40 $21.15 $12.45 1.70
AP40-M4 Crushed M4 AP-40 $26.20 $15.40 1.70
AP20-M4 Crushed M4 AP-20 $28.15 $17.05 1.65
SAP-40 Crushed SAP-40 $34.65 $19.80 1.75
SAP-20 Crushed SAP-20 $39.45 $22.55 1.75
DUST Crusher Dust $46.20 $30.80 1.50
20-40mm Crushed 20-40mm $34.30 $21.45 1.60
40-65mm Crushed 40-65mm $34.30 $21.45 1.60
STONE-40 Stone Column 40 $31.70 $19.80 1.60
DAP-40 Drainage AP-40 $28.15 $17.60 1.60
DAP-20 Drainage AP-20 $30.85 $18.70 1.65
16ml CHIP 16ml Chip (14-10) $34.65 $24.75 1.40
7ml CHIP 7ml Chip (10-5) $34.65 $24.75 1.40
SOIL-U Unscreened Soil $31.45 $26.20 1.20
SOIL-S Screened Soil $42.25 $35.20 1.20
WHITE White Pebbles $176.70 $115.50 1.53
CRAWF Crawford Hill Stone $192.40 $148.00 1.30

DMP Dumping / Cleanfill $5.50
C&D      Const & Demolition $12.50
CCON Dump/Clean Concrete $8.50
COVER Cover Material No  Charge
WGH Weighbridge $11.00 / Weigh

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST, All volumes are sold in tonnes conversions are only approximate

              All products are subject to availability

     Yaldhurst Quarry – 394 West Coast Road.  Phone (03) 342 9131,    Fax (03) 342 5531

Crushing & Aggregate Supply Specialists www.roadmetals.co.nz

YALDHURST QUARRY PRICE LIST 

Mobile 021 350 266     Email:   quarry@roadmetals.co.nz 
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ROLLESTON QUARRY  Effective  1st  October 2013

CODE PRODUCT PRICE PER m³ PRICE PER 

TONNE

DENSITY 

TONNE / m³

PR 2 Pitrun (all in) $10.00 $5.00 2.00

BS Bedding Sand $32.55 $21.00 1.55

SAND Concrete Sand AP5 $46.40 $29.95 1.55
8mm Aggregate 5-8 $13.60 $8.50 1.60
10mm Aggregate 8-11 $26.25 $16.40 1.60

20mm Aggregate 13-20 $26.25 $16.40 1.60
40mm Aggregate 20-40 $14.00 $8.75 1.60
100mm Aggregate 40-100 $20.80 $13.00 1.60
GABION Gabion Boulders $35.20 $22.00 1.60
PREMIX Premix-10mm $46.30 $27.25 1.70
PREMIX Premix-20mm $46.30 $27.25 1.70
CAP-65 Crushed AP-65 $17.50 $9.20 1.90

CAP-40 Crushed AP-40 $18.70 $11.00 1.70

AP40-M4 Crushed M4 AP-40 $22.95 $13.50 1.70

AP20-M4 Crushed M4 AP-20 $24.75 $15.00 1.65

DUST Crusher Dust $42.00 $28.00 1.50

DAP-40 Drainage AP-40 $26.40 $16.50 1.60
DAP-20 Drainage AP-20 $28.90 $17.50 1.65
16ml CHIP 16ml Chip (14-10) $34.65 $24.75 1.40
7ml CHIP 7ml Chip (10-5) $34.65 $24.75 1.40

SOIL-U Unscreened Soil $28.55 $23.80 1.20

SOIL-S Screened Soil $38.40 $32.00 1.20
DMP Dumping / Cleanfill $5.50

COVER Cover Material No  Charge

WGH Weighbridge $11.00 / Weigh

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST, All volumes are sold in tonnes conversions are only approximate

              All products are subject to availability

Crushing & Aggregate Supply Specialists www.roadmetals.co.nz

ROLLESTON QUARRY PRICE LIST 

Rolleston Quarry – 311 Wards Road   Phone (03) 347 1366    Fax (03) 342 5531

Email:   rolleston@roadmetals.co.nz
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irections 

 

394 W Coast Rd, Templeton, Christchurch 7676, New Zealand 

17.4 km - about 14 mins 
 1. Head east on SH 73 1.1 km 
 2. Make a U-turn 8.6 km 
 3. Turn left onto Weedons Ross Rd 26 m 
 4. Turn right onto W Melton Rd 7.4 km 
 5. Turn right onto Wards Rd Destination will be on the right 0.3 km 

 

311 Wards Rd, Rolleston 7675, New Zealand 

Map data ©2015 Google  
 
Directions 

 

394 W Coast Rd, Templeton, Christchurch 7676, New Zealand 

18.8 km - about 24 mins 
 1. Head east on SH 73 toward Buchanans Rd 3.9 km 
 2. At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Pound Rd 0.9 km 
 3. Turn right onto Ryans Rd 2.2 km 
 4. Turn left onto SH 1 2.3 km 
 5. At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto Memorial Ave heading toFendalton 4.4 km 
 6. Continue onto Fendalton Rd 2.1 km 
 7. Turn left onto Harper Ave 1.1 km 
 8. Turn right onto Park Terrace 0.4 km 
 9. Slight left onto Salisbury St 0.7 km 
 10. Turn right onto Colombo St 0.7 km 
 11. Colombo St turns slightly left and becomes Cathedral Square Destination will be on the left 0.2 km 

 

10 Cathedral Square, Christchurch Central, Christchurch 8011, New Zealand 
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